How to get your Solar up and running
Congratulations on making the move to solar and
making the most of the sun falling onto your roof!
This document is designed to help customers through
each required step in the process to get you up and
running on solar. Ecotricity prides itself on supplying
New Zealands only carboNZero certified electricity.
To help us help you, it’s important to understand the
process involved in getting your solar installation up
and running seamlessly.
Because there are a number of parties involved in
getting you up and running with solar it is important
that everyone involved is aware of each other’s tasks
and progress. Here is a list of the people involved in
your solar system:








You
Ecotricity
Solar Supplier / Installer

Your Local Network
The Meter Installer
Certified Electrician

Mobile Coverage

Join Ecotricity

Nominate Solar Supplier

Before you can join Ecotricity
there needs to be mobile phone
coverage in your house to allow
smart meters to transmit solar
generation data to Ecotricity.

Before we can upgrade your meter to a
Import-Export solar meter you need to
have an Ecotricity account. Join Ecotricity
at www.ecotricity.co.nz

Choose your Solar Supplier. Once you
have given the go ahead to your Solar
Supplier they will be in touch with us
to arrange a meter upgrade.

Code of Compliance (COC) +
Record of Inspection (ROI)
These are two documents that can only be
issued by a Certified Electrician to confirm your
installation is safe.
The site also needs to be “meter ready”.

Network approval
Solar Installation
The moment you’ve been waiting for!
Solar panels are installed on your roof
by your Solar Installer …… nearly but
not quite there.

All Networks, also known as local lines
companies, require Network Approval
before solar is installed. This is normally
arranged by your Solar Installer.

Solar Success!
Meter Upgrade Requested

Meter Upgraded

On receiving the COC + ROI Ecotricity will request
an Import Export meter upgrade. The meter
upgrade typically takes between 3 to 6 weeks. $60
is charged to the customers Ecotricity account.

This is the stage where your
new Import-Export meter is
installed into the meter box
outside your house.

Data from the meter installation is
communicated back to Ecotricity
from the Meter Installer.
This is normally done via digital files
and can take 3 – 5 days for the Meter
Installer to process. Ecotricity tests
meter communications to make sure
systems are all go!

